Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
Look Casually Glam Post‘Vogue’ Cover Reveal
By Sanetra Richards
Kimye is nothing short of fabulous these days. Kim Kardashian
and Kanye West were seen looking grand while walking through
the LAX airport on Monday, March 24th. The two have been the
topic of conversation since revealing their April 2014 Vogue
cover and spread. The reality star was dressed in form fitting
gray jeans, a gray V-neck, a black blazer jacket, and nude
pointy toe heels. Her guy, on the other hand, maintained his
signature layered style in a dark colored trench coat over a
black hoodie, jeans, and gray suede boots.
Fashion seems to run in both of their veins (one of the
reasons for their Vogue debut). According to UsMagazine.com,
photographer Annie Leibovitz was behind the camera for the
couple’s highly publicized, “top secret” wedding photo shoot.
The source added, “Only a very small number of people were
told it was happening, and all of them were sworn to secrecy.
There are lots of photos of Kim in different kinds of white
wedding-like dresses.”
What are some ways to keep your relationship grounded in
reality?
Related Link: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Set a Wedding Date
in Paris
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no hiding your emotions when love sweeps you off your

feet. You have this glow, and the people around you notice and
talk about it (whether good or bad). The love bug’s bite also
seems to have a side effect of unrealistic fantasizing. So how
do you and your partner manage to remain true to yourselves
and to each other? Cupid has some tips:
1. Obtaining humbleness: There will be numerous compliments on
your relationship, but you and your partner must not let it
affect you negatively. Often times, compliments are turned
into major ego boosters, and the feeling of being invincible
overcomes all else. Don’t let this happen to your
relationship! Remain flattered by the admiration instead of
entitled.
2. Coming to an agreement: Have frequent conversations with
your partner on how your relationship is and should be. Maybe
you find yourself constantly envisioning this happy fairy tale
and things always going your way, while your significant other
sees it completely differently.
Related Link: Find Out How Kanye West Proposed to Kim
Kardashian
3. Letting things happen: Develop a connection that goes
beyond just physical. Bond on a more emotional and even
spiritual level. You will begin to better understand each
other and the relationship. The unrealistic visualizing will
fade away, and everything will unfold on its own terms.
How do you keep your relationship grounded in reality? Share
your thoughts below.

